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OG to propose tuition hike
Board of Governors announced
y it will propose a 3 percent

bike for Eastern and four
te universities effective next
spite the Student Senate's
to the increase.
percent increase would trans
a $54 per year jump for fulldergraduate students and a

$60 per year jump for graduate stu
dents.
The Student Senate had passed a
proposal last October opposing a
tuition increase at Eastern when
Board of Governors' officials began
talking about a possible increase.
BOG Student Representative Ron
Carmona said although he doesn't
support the tuition increase, he thin.ks
the proposed increase could not have
been avoided.

"The increase was inevitable,"
Carmona said at Wednesday's senate
meeting. "But there has to be some
sort of index maintained to keep up
with the rising costs of education. It
has been very hard for the BOG and
the university to keep its promise of
keeping low tuition costs."
Senate Speaker Bobby Smith said
he also does not support the increase
but he does understand why it has
been implemented.

"I understand the basis of inflation
and the rise in the cost of living,"
Smith said. "But it is unfortunate
that the students have to pay more for
the same facilities."
If the recommendation is approved
by the board at its meeting next
Thursday, undergraduates can expect
to see tuition rise from $ 1 ,848 per
year to $1,902 per year. ;For graduate
students, tuition costs will increase
•

Continued on Page 2

'ty moves toward higher entry age
Senate
reacts to
entry-age
proposal

k force votes 7 -3
recornrnend increase

"The bottom line is 21 per
sonally, for the community and
for business," Yost said. "It's
Charleston liquor task the right thing for me to do at
oted Wednesday in a this time."
decision to recom
Smith said he does not favor
raising the bar-entry raising the bar-entry age to 21.
21, citing the difficulty
"As long as alcohol is seen as
rcing the 19 current a forbidden fruit, going 21 will
not stop the problem," Smith
age.
three student members
said. "I don't think 21 is going
laak force voted to keep to do it."
try age at 19. Mike
Smith said there are alter
former owner of the natives to the bars, such as the
& Cellar, 623 Mon- Rathskeller in the Martin
e., said early in the
Luther King Jr. U niversity
that he supported the Union, but many students do
entry age. After more not want to stay on campus
ion, Knoop voted to during their free time.
.the age without com"We are coming up with
things,
but on the same token,
'
in the meeting, the we (the students) don't want to
rejected by a six-. to come back to campus," Smith
a motion by Bobby said.
speaker of the Student
Task force member Student
and member of the Body President Luke Neu
, to keep the entry mann, who voted against rais
19.
ing the entry age, said he is a
r Dan Cougill said a firm proponent of the 19 entry
to consider the task age.
recommendation will be
"Edu(;B.lion and enforcement
at the April 4 City are the key," Neumann said.
meeting. Cougill said "If we educate bar owners and
· will probably hold bartenders we are making a
session April 6 or 7 to step in the right direction."
the issue.
Neumann said he thought
k force member Don
opinions expressed at three
owner of Stix, 1412 public forums on the issue
St., said his bar tried to were based on morality. His
operation that would impression of some people who
alcohol to 19 and 20but could not.
" Continued on Page 2

By DAVE HOSICK
Staff wrlter

Reacting to the Charleston
liquor task force's recommenda
tion that bar-entry age be
raised to 21, the speaker of the
Student Senat.e urged students
to contact City Council commis
sioners who will be voting on
the issue next month.
However, such efforts may
have little effect, he said.
Senate Speaker Bobby
Smith and Luke Neumann,
student body president, had a
little more than an hour before
sat on the Charleston alcohol
task force when it voted seven
to three to recommend the
entry age increase. Both had
voted against the resolution.
The task force's proposal, if
approved by the Charleston
City Council, will take affect
June 10.
Smith said the decision on
the bar-entry age has not yet
been finalized, but he thinks
chances are runnin g out for
keeping the bar-entry age at

·

JEFF CULLER/Photo editor

Chariest.on Mayor Dan Cougill obseroes the alcohol t.askjorce's
meeting in the Scharer Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.

University Unum Wednesday. The task force voted seven t.o
three infavor of rerommending raising the bar-entry age t.o 21.

.......d
. for burned student on rise
fund in the bank to collect money to
pay for McCoy's surgery. He suffered
third-degree burns to 63 percent of his
fund t o raise money to pay for body after he laid unconscious for sev
of a student burned by caustic eral hours in powdered lime.
'cals has risen t o more than
He remains in critical condition in
, a bank official reported Wed- the burn unit at Springfield Memorial
Hospital.
been going really, really well,"
"We've been receiving most of the
ally Foley, vice president o f money through checks in the mail ,"
State Bank in Lovington.
Foley said.
family of Greg McCoy set up a
Harvey Pettry, a Student Senate

m e m b e r , said h e visited McCoy
Tuesday and took him the card signed
by Eastern students.
"He's really in pretty good spirits,"
Pettry said. "We showed him the card
with all the signatures, and he really
liked that."
Foley said the largest single dona
tion came from McCoy's mother's co
workers. Most have come from Lo
vington, Sullivan and Decatur, but

t Continued on Page 2

19.

"If students still care enough
to go about this, they should
contact the City Council,"
Smith said. "However, I don't
see (the council) voting no (t:o
the age increase)."
Under the new proposal, no
one under the age of 21 would
be allowed to frequent a bar or
be employed by one. Also, uni
formed police officers would
make random walk-throughs t:o
see if bars are complying with
the new policy. The new propos
al would also allow for in
creased enforcement by the
city, calling for a 30-day sus
pension or $1,000 fine for third
time offenders.

.,. Continued on Page 2
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The policy will also
attempt to inform Char
leston residents of their
rights pertaining to pa
trons of the bars damaging
resident's property. Also,
police will increase regula
tion of falsified !D's,
Neumann said.
Smith said although he
opposed the raising of the
bar-entry age, he thinks it
presents a unique opportu
nity for the campus.
"Now that people will be
denied the chance to go
into a bar, maybe people
will begin to change their
mindset and search for
other options," Smith said
Neumann agreed that
this will present a possibil
ity for the campus to offer
alternatives.
"This may present a
golden opportunity t o
Eastern to provide things
for people to do to educate
themselves," Neumann
said. "The Senate will con
tinue to provide and pro
mote programs to compen
sate for people not going to
the bars
Senate member Harvey
Pettry said the recent
injuries to Greg McCoy, an
Eastern student who
received
third-degree
bums over 63 percent of
his body after passing out
in powdered lime, puts the
entry-age problem into
perspective. Pettry visited
McCoy Tuesday.
."

"H students could

have

seen Greg in the hospital,
they might understand
how bad this problem has
become," Pettry said. "We
have allowed for people to
go and get drunk beyond
stupidity for too long."

•From Page 1
from $1,994 per year to $2,004
per year. All five BOG schools
will charge the same tuition.
"The increased revenue will
allow the universities to make
some progress on undergradu
ate education, minority
achievement and technology
initiatives and improvements,"
BOG Chancellor Tom Layzell
said in a press release. "It will
not be enough to make up for
the declines in state tax sup-

port over the past several
years, but the entire burden
should not be on the students."
T h e proposed 3 percent
tuition hike resulted from an
on-going dialogue between the
chancellor and the five univer
sity presidents, Layzell said.
A 3 percent tuition increase
was built into the Illinois
Board of Higher Education's
1994-95
spending
plan
released in January. At a
recent IBHE meeting, Gov. Jim
Edgar endorsed the board's

" From Page 1
spoke at the forums was that they would
like to not have to see bars at all.
Neumann also said the enforcement checks
have not been given enough time to be
effective.
"I honestly can't see an intelligent busi
nessman taking that hit (a liquor-<X>Cle vio
lation) once or twice," Neumann said. "I
believe it's the bar owner's choice to decide
an entry age. We are making some great
strides in enforcement."
Task force member Lou Hencken,
Eastem's vice president for student affairs,
voted for the entry age increase.
"A 19-year-old entry age means a 19year-old drinking age," Hencken said. "I
cast my vote which I believe is in the best
interests of students and the city of
Charleston to go to 21."
Of the 10 task force members, the follow
ing seven members voted to raise the entry
age to 21: Don Yost, Lou Hencken, Gail
Poteete, Mike Knoop, Dewey Taylor, Phil
Wagner and Don Mapes. Students Chad
Bandy, Bobby Smith and Luke Neumann
voted against the proposal.
Along with the recommendation to

Fund

tFrom Page 1

none have come from the
Charleston area.
Pettry said McCoy's condition
is steadily improving, He said
McCoy undexwent more surgery

$86.4 million request for high
er education and included it in
his budget proposal, which has
been forwarded to the General
Assembly for final approval by
the end of June.
The University of Illinois
last fall voted on an 11 percent
tuition hike for freshmen and
sophomores and a 5.5 percent
increase for juniors and
seniors.
Last week, the Board o f
Regents approved a 5 percent
increase for its three universi-

change the entry age to 21, the task force
pru>sed eight other bar-related provi
sions drawn up by Yost:
• Require all employees of liquor
licensed establishments to be 21 years old
or older. The provision would apply to new
workers; those currently employed who are
under 21 would be permitted to keep their
jobs.
•Schedule unannounced walk-throughs
of bars by uniformed police officers.
• Investigate possible grants to help
fund increased enforcement efforts.
• Talk with students about alcohol
responsibility.
• Advise citizens of their rights along
with consistent alcohol education.
• Promote city cooperation with the
Secretary of State's office in dealing with
fake IDs.
• Discuss plans to deal with house par
ties, including meeting with rental owners,
students and residents.
• Approach the cities of Mattoon, Casey
and Ashmore to develop a keg-registration
ordinance similar to Charleston's.
Neumann attempted to get a friendly
amendment tacked onto Yost's resolution
also

Wednesday, and his eyes, which
had been burned by the lime,
should heal completely.
"It's important that after all
the attention stops that people
remember him," Pettry said.
"This is a young man who is in

ties. The BOR oversees lliinoil
State, Northern Illinois
Sangamon State universities.
Also last week, Southe
Illinois University proposed
two-year tuition plan t
would raise tuition by as m
as 13 percent for students
its Carbondale and
wardsville campuses.
The BOG oversees Eas
Western Illinois, Chica
State, Governors State a
Northeastern Illinois univ
ties.

that would have kept entry age at 19 ·
all the rest of Yost's provisions in place.
was rejected.
Cougill and Smith exchanged sh
words in a discussio n over whether com
ance checks would continue under an en
age of 21. Smith said he disagrees with
concept of the checks because the po
informant involved has to illegally atte
to purchase alcohol.
Cougill said discontinuing the ch
would amount t o "giving up some of
bullets" in his efforts to curb unde
·

drinking.

Tiie task force also recommended the
entry age not be put into effect until J
10 to allow the bars time to adjust.
If the recommendation is adopted by
City Council, people under the age of
will still be allowed to enter liquor-Ii
restaurants to eat.
Wednesday's decision ends eight mon
of discussion by task force members
revisions to the city liquor code. Co
formed the task force last June as part
his stepped-up enforcement of liquor
and the city's investigation into crumg•
portions of the liquor code.

this for a long time, and we need

to remember that."
Pettry urged students to send
cards to McCoy but not flowers
because McCoy still has an
extreme risk of infection.
Donations may be made to

Box 440, Lovington. For
information, call Foley at (2
873-4313.
Cards may be sent
Memorial Medical Cen
Regional Bum Center, 800
Rutledge St., Springfield, 627
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Winner of National Emmy in 1989
her reporting of the democratic
uprising in Romania.
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emoved' Norville reflects on career
en Deborah Norville
in front of a national
ision audience at age
s a contestant in the
Junior Miss Pageant,
told millions of viewers
was going to be a n
ey.
at same evening, how
the native of Dalton,
'
had a change of heart.
noted how friendly sev
of the cameramen were,
though it was 10 p.m.,
they had been working
tire day.
m that point, Norville
, she wanted to be a
dcast journalist b e 
" I could not imagine
in a business where
were still polite at 10
ille, who will speak
p.m. Monday, March 28
cAfee Gymnasium as
of Eastem's celebration
omen's History a n d
ness Month, said she
ally got into journal
or all the wrong rea•

never worked at a high
l newspaper or any
like that," Norville
•in college, I was just
ing o n majoring in
science and becom
lawyer."
ille, who tested out
freshman year at the
ersity of Georgia,
ed an internship at a
·a public television
in 1978, between her
r and senior year i n
ge. Her first project
was "The Lawmakers,"

a review o f activity i n the
Georgia General Assembly.
During her stint as a
summer intern, Norville was
noticed by a station manag
er at CBS-affiliate WAGA
TV in Atlanta. She worked
as a reporter there as she
finished college, graduating
in 1979.
"My first story was to
cover the DeKalb County
Fair," Norville said. "Some
times you l e a r n more by
fluff t h a n hard news be
cause you have to be more
inventive a n d creative i n
order t o keep the viewer's
attention."
Following three-and-a
half years a t WAGA-TV,
Norville moved to Chicago
and worked at WMAQ-TV,
where she spent five years
as a reporter a n d news
anchor.
In 1987, after covering
stories ranging from the
county fair to the early
1980s Atlanta child mur
ders, Norville rose to a
national audience as she
moved to NBC to anchor
"NBC News at Sunrise."
In January 1990, Norville
b e c a m e co-host o f NBC's
"Today" program with Bry
ant Gumbel.
The controversy sur
rounding her departure
from "Today" in September
1991 is something N orville
said she no longer talks
about because "all of that is
in the past - it's old news."
Norville, who had plann
ed to return after a materni
ty leave, quit the show after
NBC decided her replace
ment, current co-host Katie
Courie, was to be a perma-

nent fixture on the program
because of increased ratings.
Norville said her 3-year
old son, Niki, has put many
issues into perspective for
her.
"I don't think there is a
parent on the planet who
would say their life wasn't
turned upside-down by their
child," Norville said.
"Today, mothers and fath
ers are experiencing daily
guilt because they are work
ing. But I would put my pro
fessional glories aside to
help my child succeed," she
said.
Norville, 36, who is mar
ried to business executive
Karl Wellner, said she is
currently working on a
newsmagazine for CBS
News.
Norville joined the CBS
News staff in October 1992
as a correspondent for the
newsmagazine "Street Stor
ies" with Ed Bradley. There
she reported on money-order
scams in prisons a n d the
battle over abortion.
Norville said she is con
cerned about the growing
number o f "tabloid" pro
grams and their infl u ence
on traditional news sources.
"There is currently a
trend of pandering by tradi
tional news programs, and I
feel the audience is sick and
tired of it," Norville said.
"We are all consumers of
journalism, and eventually
people will stop respecting
the media."
Norville said she has
received several invitations
to universities to lecture,
but she is not sure why.
"I really enjoy coming to

Broadcast journalist Deborah NoroUle will be speaking at 7
p.m March 28 in McAfee Gymnasium
schools to speak because I
feel it hasn't been so long
that I am far-removed from
college students," Norville
said.
"I remember when I was
in school and thought pro
fessors were all right, but I
would always wonder, 'when
was the last time they were
out in the real world' ... I
would act like a little sponge
every time a professional
speaker would come to cam
pus."

Among the issues Norville
said she normally addresses
in her lectures are "bounc
ing back" from a crisis and
looking at perceptions of
women in the media.
"I normally don't write
what I'm going to be speak
ing about until a few days
before the lecture," Norville
said. "I work better o n a
deadline."
Tickets for Norville's lec
ture are $3 for students and
$6 for the general public.

will endorse senate candidates
Residence Hall Associa
. endorse candidates in
ring student elections
first time in almost 10
ut 19 Student Senate
and five executive posi
will be available in the
· g spring election on

20.
President Kris Po
said he wants the RHA
orse candidates to in
voter turnout on cam-

its endorsement decisions
before the April 14 election
forum scheduled at Carman
Hall.
The association decided to
endorse candidates again be
cause of a statement in the
RHA bylaws, Potrafka said.
The bylaws state the RHA is
expected to endorse Student
Government candidates.
"If the students see other
students, such as RHA, have
interviewed and evaluated
certai n candidates, this could
have a definite impact on the
election," Potrafka said.
Nora Strong, co-chairwom
an for the RHA's candidate

interviewing committee, said
having the RHA endorse sen
ate candidates can influence
the spring election dramatical
ly.
"We feel the RHA repre
sents the whole campus body,
not just students living in the
residence halls," Strong said.
"Because RHA is so large and
affects so many people, we can
work together with the vari
ous hall councils to reach a
large amount of the campus."
Potrafka said, "If we ann
ounce who we are going to
endorse, then it will eliminate
a student's excuse of, 'Well I
really don't know anything

about this candidate so I am
not going to vote."'
Potrafka said he hopes the
RHA involvement with stu
dent elections will improve the
future interactions between
RHA
and
Student
Government.
"We may not have the same
voice as Student Government,
but the RHA definitely has
the people power," he said.
The RHA will begin inter
viewing candidates from 7 to 9
p.m. on March 31 and also on
April 4 from 6 to 9 p.m.
Candidates interested in being
interviewed should contact
Strong at 581-2063.

Correction
An article on Page 7 of
Wednesday's edition of
The
Daily Eastern
News
misident ified
Mary Hogg, an instruc
tor in the speech com
munication department.
Hogg did not speak at
Wednesday's panel dis
cussion on women and
religion; she served as
moderator and did not
m a k e any p r e s e n t a 
tions.
The News regrets the
error.
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Eastern could learn from U of I exampl

In this regard, two significant
differences exist between u ofl
students and Eastern students:
At the U of I, 19- and 20year-olds will still be able to
enter bars.
drink can motiStudents at the U of I know
vate (students) how to make their voic.es heard.
It's unfortunate that Eastern
to organize in
students have the reputation"
towns.
supr
1nort o>f a
caring about nothing other than
In Charleston, many students Robert
movement."
drinking, but that reputation Is
complain of having no "bar
Manker
alternatives" and little to do
as much a myth as it is fact.
-------•
If drinking was the only iSSlle'
socially other than go to the
Eastern students cared about, more students would
bars. To a large extent, these students are correct.
Eastern's is not the sprawling campus that llllnois"s is
have attended the open forums hosted by the
EDITORIALS ARE THE OPINION
Charleston liquor task force. Their voices would have
with so many "bar alternatives" contained within. At the
OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
U of I, students can find what they want to do, where
been heard, and the entry age would not be on the
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
verge of going up.
they want to do It, when they want to do It.
OF THE AUTHOR.
Charleston does not offer that luxury. Eastern students
The reality Is something In between. The most pressare not exaggerating when they suggest that going to
ing issue on the collective minds of many Eastern stuTHURSDAY, MARCH 17, 1994
dents is drinking, but not even something as sacred as
the bars is the primary social activity in town.
the "right" to drink can motivate them to organize In
Now, the availability of that activity seems to be on
the verge of being taken away from some of our stu�
support of a movement.
dents.
The differences between the student populations at
Eastern and the U of I are as pronounced as the differ·
This is not a debate on the morality of drinking vs. not
enc.es between the two campuses themselves. U of I
drinking. I'm not even trying to further the debate about
whether students under the age of 21 should be
students have things to do other than drink, but they
also know how to fight for the right to drink.
allowed into the bars The arguments on both sides
Still, I offer this suggestion to my fellow drinking
grew tiresome long ago.
.
brethren here at Eastern - those older and those
The reality is, the Charleston bar-entry age Is likely to
younger than 21: If anything, even something such as
be going up. Sometime in the not-too-distant future,
W h e n the A t h l e t i c D i r e c t o r S e a r c h
the bar-entry age Is important to you, fight for it.
Eastern students under 2t will have to find new social
Committee recommends which o f the four
activities other than hanging out in the bars
Contrary to popular belief, Eastern students can
finalists should be hired as the new Eastern ath
their voices heard. All it takes Is boycottin g all
Now. how will Eastern students deal With the raising
letic director, William Weidner's name should
of the entry age?
Charleston commerce in favor of the vendors down the
be the one chosen.
To dalm that the number of house parties will increase road in Mattoon. Cripple the economy of a small town.
and city hall is bound to listen.
is neither a way to deal with the Increase of the entry
Weidner, 36, has been the assistant athletic
age. nor a support for keeping the entry age at 19.
This will likely never happen. and it probably
director at Southern Methodist University since
shouldn't. But It would be refreshing to see that
Unfortunately, that was the best argument students
1988. Of the four finalhad to offer during the recent Charleston liquor task
students knew how to fight for something they bel
ists - Weidner, W. Dean
in, even if it is just the bar-entJy age.
force
meetings.
•
.o
-.:Jlll. dito:r1aI Billick, Robert McBee
Back in Champaign, U of I students weathered the
- Robert Manker is assodate sports editor and a
------ and Bobby Thompson same debate recently. But when the smoke deared, the
columnist
for The Daily £.astern News.
Champaign
bar-entry
age
remained
19.
Weidner offers the most impressive credentials.

p
LJ

While visiting the University
of Illinois earlier this week, I was
painfully reminded of how dras
tically the towns of Champaign
and Charleston differ from one
another.
Take, for instance, the bar
entry age debate - a recent
focus of much attention in both

Weidner is best
choice for next
athletic director

"Not even something as sacred
as the "right" to

•

•

.

.

AtSMU, Weidner has played an integral part
in the rebuilding of an athletic department that
received the "death penalty" for numerous
NCAA violations during the early-mid 1980s.
While helping to rebuild the program, Weidner
has worked under the close scrutiny of the
NCAA, which has left him no opportunity for
wrongdoing.
Not only has Weidner earned a reputation
for NCAA compliance, he is also employed by
a department that owns a collective .650 win
ning percentage and has graduated 76 percent
of its athletes since 1988.
During his visit, Weidner demonstrated more
knowledge of Eastern and of the Charleston
area than any of the other three finalists.
Consequently, he came into his interviews
more prepared and with more concrete pro
posals than his competitors.
The New Jersey native brought with him spe
cific ideas regarding fundraising, marketing,
conference affiliation and gender equity - pro
posals none of the other finalists offered.
Weidner worked in various capacities at
schools in all divisions of NCAA athletics during
the nine years between earning his bachelor's
degree from Springfield College and going to
workatSMU.
His experience includes stints at Stanford,
OhioState, Murray State, Southern Connecticut
College and the University of New Haven - all
before age 30. While these experiences could
indicate Weidner' s inability to remain in one
area for a prolonged period of time, his six
years atSMU should refute that daim.
Of the four finalists the search committee
invited to campus, Weidner is clearly a cut
above the rest. He is the best choice to direct
Eastern's athletic program into the future.

Panther team should
be remembered
for its successes
Dear editor:

All we've been reading in The
Daily Eastern News about the men's
basketball team is how bad they
were, or how "rxx>r " their shooting
was. Yes, they did have an overall
record of t 2-14. Yes, they finished
sixth in the Mid-Continent
Conference. And yes, they did get
eliminated In the first round of the
tou rnament. But, as the players
themselves say, they tried.
The season is over now and we
shouldn't dwell on the negative. I'm
sure the players, especially the
seniors, don't want to be remem
bered In a negative light. Let's
remember the 1993-94 Panthers in a
positive way.
Why can't we praise Troy ColUer
and remember his last home perfor-

Your turn
mance against Western? Not only
did he have t 7 points and play
excellent defense, but he was also
recognized as Sport:schannel's
Oldsmobile Player of the Game.
Darrell Young should be remem
bered for his constant efforts on both
defense and offense. Young, along
with the rest of the team played his
heart out at the Rosemont Horizon.
It's a shame that only a handful of us
were there to see it. Even though he
fouled out of that game, he held his
head high with every right to be
proud of his final season at Eastern.
Curtis Leib had a season shooting
average above .500. Personally, I
wouldn't call that "poor." Curtis, too,
should be proud of his senior season
He came off the bench and made
things happen.
We can't forget the rest of the
Panthers. Th� all played hard every
,

.
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game and have nothing to be
ashamed of. I was there to see
Derrick Landrus hit a last
shot to put out the Rames on
home court. I was there to see
Panthers fight the Leathernecks
come up victorious in Macomb
There actually were some fans
struck with the Panthers through
thick and thin.
Maybe that's what would
basketball team - fans, people
come to the game to cheer on
Panthers and not just the Bud
Daredevils. The team needs
will pump up the team and let
know that there are people
belJeve in them.
Randy Liss, It's about time
quit dwelling on the negative
aspects of the season It's CNeI.
Move on, and if we have to
ber anything about the Pan
remember what the players
to remember - their hard work
good times.
.
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Former student �11) :11,11;\�
Daily Special
to be tried last
in m11rder trial
$3.29
Any 6" Sub,
Small Drink and Chips

By ANDY PURCELL
campus editor

JEFF CULLER/Photo editor
. Joyce Schlesselman holds up a painting depicting

Christ as a woman during her speech "Women and
lrituality." Her presentation was a part of Women's
ry and Awareness Month.

gar and Netsch
ebate continues

CHICAGO CAP) - For
oisans who are tired of
'tical debate, there is bad
ws: GOP Gov. Jim Edgar
d Democratic challenger
wn Clark Netsch were off
talking Wednesday, just
day after winning their
y primaries.
The subject? Crime and
·

tues.
Netsch greeted voters at a

commuter train station
lling them that the
emocratic Party has one
'ective: Retire Edgar.
-We are in this together
ud we have a common
elljective now . . . and that
one really is, honestly, to
ihlrn this state around,"
Netsch said. "We have had
no leadership on anything
that is important to the
atate of Illinois."
Netsch became the first
woman nominated for gover-

n o r by a major party in
Illinois, with 45 percent of
the vote. Edgar captured the
GOP nomination with 75
percent of the vote.
Netsch, the state's comp
troller, said she will contin
ue to push an "honest" mes
sage. She has called for
reforming the state's schools
and offering pro perty tax
relief by raising income
taxes $2.5 billion.
That plan is the corner
stone of Netsch's campaign
- and it may become the cor
nerstone of Edgar's as well.
"She is in favor of more

government, more spending,
more taxes. That's the dif
fe rence, the very clear dif
ference," Edgar told re
porters.
"I'm not convinced a tax
plan is what we need, par
ticularly when we talk about
education," Edgar said.

The State's Attorney's Office
announced a former Eastern
student awaiting trial in con
nection with the murder of a
Palos Park nurse will be tried
last.
Cook County Circuit Court
Judge Harry Buoscio set a
April 5 court date to check the
status of the case against Greg
Jackson. At the hearing, the
prosecution and the defense
may exchange any new evi
dence that may be available at
that
time,
said
Mike
McMurray, an associate with
the Chicago law firm of
Stanley Hill and Associates
and an assistant in Jackson's
defense.
Jackson, from Country Club
Hills, is currently awaiting
trial along with Marcus Gray
and Antwon Tyler of Chicago
in connection with the July
shooting death of Sheila Doyle.
Jackson was arrested just
prior to the beginning of last
fall semester and was indicted
for murder Aug. 26.
Jackson, who would have
been a senior last semester,
was officially suspended by the
university last September and
pleaded not guilty to the mur
der charges during his Sept. 17
arraignment.
"There's still no trial date as
of yet," McMurray said.
"During the March 9 court
appearance, they (the prosecu
tion) elected on which defen
dant will be tried first.
"They are going to try Greg
( Jackson) last; that's the
state's prerogative."
McMurray said Gray will be
tried first followed by Tyler.
McMurray said the State's
Attorneys Office plans to seek
the death penalty for both
Gray and Tyler if they are con
victed. Trial dates for Gray
and Tyler have not been set.
McMurray said the decision
to try Jackson last will have
some benefits i n preparing
Jackson's defense.
"It's beneficial to us because
it gives us a chance to see

what evidence the state has,"
McMurray said. "Testimony
should come up in the first two
trials about Greg's role and
that will give us some indica
tion as to how they plan to pr<>
ceed with Greg."
McMurray sai
d the evidence
used by the prosecution
against the first two defen
dants may not be the same evi
dence used against Jackson.
Jane Radostits, a prosecutor
w ith the Cook County States
Attorneys Office, said she
could not disclose the specific
reasoning used in determining
the order of the cases but said
a decision had to be made
because of a motion filed by
Jackson's attorneys to have his
trial severed from that of his
co-defendants.
Buoscio granted the motion
during a Jan. 13 hearing at
the Bridgeview Courthouse.
"There was a motion to have
the cases severed so that each
would be tried individually, so
we had to try someone first,"
Radostits said. "As far as our
tactical strategy is concerned, I
can't disclose that."
Radostits said the prosecu
tion will focus its efforts on
convicting Jackson before
determining what type of sen
tence they will seek. If convict
ed on the murder charge
Jackson faces a minimum of
20 years in prison.
McMurray said a trial date
for Jackson could be set within
the next few months. He said
the length of time it is taking
to bring the case to trial is not
unusual for a criminal case.
"Criminally, things move
very slowly until the trial
begins; once the trial begins,
things will begin to pick up,"
McMurray said.
McMurray said Jackson's
emotional state is good despite
the long wait he is enduring
before his trial actually begins.
"Under the circumstances,
he's doing okay," McMurray
said. "He's holding up as well
as can be expect.ed."
Since his arrest, Jackson
has continually maintained his
innocence.

Eastern graduate to head university

By ANDY PURCELL
Campus editor

An Eastern graduate and former facul

ty member who has been appointed presi

dent of Southwest Missouri State
University says he has proven an under
graduat.e education from here can pay off.
John H. Keiser, who earned his bache
lor's degree in social science from Eastern
in 1958, was inaugurated last month
after becoming the eighth president of
SWMS in July 1993. The university is in

Springfield, Mo.
"I received an excellent education from
Eastern all along the line. I owe a great
deal to the undergraduate education I got
there," Keiser said. "I thought the faculty
was really excellent and really concerned
with the students."
Keiser is a native of Mount Olive, Ill.,
where coal mining was the primary
industry. Keiser said the education he got
from Eastern helped him get a better edu
cation than his father and grandfather,
who did not stay in school past the eighth
grade.

the university for the education he
received.
The interest Eastern faculty show in
students became obvious before he even
began his freshman year. After breaking
his arm during a preseason football prac
tice, be was hospitalized briefly. While in
the hospital, faculty members visited him
and helped familiarize him with the
Charleston area, he said.
Keiser recovered from his injury and
played both football and baseball for
Eastern. As a senior in 1958, he was
until 1991.
David Maurer, chairman of Eastern's named most valuable player of the foot
history department, attended Keiser's ball team.
Keiser said his fondest memories of
inauguration ceremony and said Keiser
gained the admiration and respect of fac Eastern include meeting his wife, Nancy,
ulty and students alike during his time in and playing football for Pat O'Brien, the
legendary Eastern coach for whom
Charleston.
"He was a great colleague and an excel O'Brien stadium is named.
Maurer said Keiser's intelligence and
lent teacher," Maurer said. "All of us who
were his colleagues were always very personality make him a qualified person
impressed with him as a teacher and a to lead SWMS.
"I think the student body, faculty and
scholar."
Keiser said he has fond memories of townspeople will all find that he will be
the time he spent at Eastern as a student an outstanding leader for that institu
and a teacher and said he owes much to tion," Maurer said.

"The people there took an interest in
me and kept me in school and out of the
coal mine," Keiser said.
Keiser, who holds a Ph.D in history,
taught history at Eastern from 1964 to
1970 before becoming academic vice presi
dent at Sangamon State University in
Springfield from 1971 until 1978.
Keiser also served briefly as acting
president of Sangamon State in 1 9 7 8
until he became president of Boise State
U nivers ity in Idaho, wh ere he stayed
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Club offers scholarships

By MARK FORSTNEGER
Staff writer

The Parents' Club Schol
arship Committee is offering
15 $800 scholarships for eli
gible students for the 19941995 school year.
Applications for the schol
arships are available in the
Office of Student Activities,
located in Room 316 on the
third floor of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union. Applications must be
submitted to by March 3 1 ,

1994.

Awards will be announced
on or before May 1, 1994.

As part of the registration
for the scholarships, appli
cants must submit a typed
application form, a typed
one-page letter explaining
their financial needs and
other information considered
helpful to the committee,
and a typed letter of recom
mendation.
In order to be eligible for a
scholarship, applicants must
demonstrate financial need,
be a full-time undergraduate
student in good academic
standing (2.0 GPA or above)
and have earned 12 or more
credit hours from the univer
sity.

Once those criteria are
met, several other guidelines
will be considered, such as
whether students have made
an effort to meet their own
financial needs as much as
possible, demonstrated suc
cess in their academic work
and how involved the stu
dents have been on campus
and or in the local communi
ty.
Applications will be judg
ed by the Parents' Club
Scholarship Committee. The
committee is composed of
five sets of parents, said
Thalia Wetzel, recording sec
retary for the Parents' Club.
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Study Abroad program looks
to Spain for summer session
Eastern's "Study Abroad" program will be

holding an informational meeting about
Spain at 7 p.m. tonight in Room 103 in

Coleman Hall.
The program, wliich is sponsored by
Eastern's fo reign language department,
"promotes the cultural dynamics of Spain
for a student," said foreign language profes
sor Luis Clay-Mendez.

"The purpose of the program is to provide
opportunity for foreign language students to
learn about Spanish language and culture
while living in Spain over the summer,"
Clay-Mendez said. "
As part of the program, students can live
in Spain for two or four weeks, travelling to
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cities such as Grenada and Seville, Clay
Mendez said .
Students will choose to attend classes
ranging from intermediate to graduate level
Spanish a t the University of Madrid.
Students can gain up to six credit hours
from the classes, Clay-Mendez said.
Eastern has offered this program to stu
dents for 12 years. Other variations of the
"Study Ab road " program allow students to
travel other countries such as Trinidad.
Students looking for more information
can contact Clay-Mendez at 5311 or 348-
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pson Candidate's goal
focus to serve faculty
IBHE

note: This is the
a series of ten
profiling candi
running in the
Senate elections

Editor's note: This is the sev
enth in a series of ten articles
profiling candidates running
in th£ Faculty Senate elections
this week.
By CHRISSY
Staff writer

MOCH

Faculty Senate candidate
Matthew Monipallil said rep
resenting faculty members
would be his primary goal, if
he were elected.
"I hope to advance the int.er
ests of the entire university as
opposed to a particular depart
ment or college," he said.
Monipallil said the senate's
recommendations are impor
tant for the academic commu
nity.
"The primary reason I want
to be a member of the Faculty
Senate is (because) I want to
be an effective voice for the fac
ulty," he said.
He said one s
i sue the faculty
senate will be dealing with
who is on the
is semester as
rnate, said he
to address the
g issue of main
Eastern's identity
face of micro-man
t in the Board of
rs and the IBHE.
said because these
s •tend to deal in
management, that
our unique charac
the quality of edu
which we provide
dents."
professor in the
department, Simhas served as a
ber of the Under
uate Studies Com
e and is a former
uate director of the
h department.
·

•

·

-Staff report

organization.
Kirk said the senate has a
critical role on Eastem's cam
pus.
"The senate has assumed
the role of the conscience of the
university," he said. "I think
it's a voice that's being heard.
That wasn't so a few years

hopes the senate will continue
to evaluate the position of the
Board of Governors.
"It's important that we keep
that situation monitored and
evaluated," he said.
Also, Kirk said he hopes the
senate will focus more on aca
demic and curricular issues.
"I think an evaluation of the
new core curriculum might be
in order," he said.
Kirk is a psychology profes
sor and has been at Eastern
for 19 years. He has served on
several campus committees
and is currently the faculty
adviser to the Irish Cultural
Heritage Foundation.

I f elected, Kirk said he

-Staffreport

Faculty Senate candidate

William Kirk said he is run
ning for the senate because he
wants to be part of a functional

ago."
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next year that interests him is
the reallocation of resources
from administration to in
struction.
"For the past 10 or 15 years
resources have been allocated
from instruction to adminis
tration," he said, adding the
university needs to let both
resources flow back to instruc
tion.
Another issue that interests
Monipallil is the Illinois Board
of Higher Education's Prior
ities, Quality and Productivity
Initiative. He said PQP is
resource reallocation within
the university itself.
Monipallil, who has served
on the Faculty Senate before,
is a professor of accountancy
and finance. He has taught at
East.em for 8 years.
He has also served on the
Council for Academic Affairs
as well as the chairman of the
University Personnel Com
mittee and the Faculty Ex
cellence Awards Committee.

Candidate to focus
on BOG, academics
Editor's note: This is the eighth
in a series often articles profil
ing candidates running in the
Faculty Senate elections this
week.
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The Daily Eastern Neu·s
cannot be rllspon.iblc for
more than one day's incor
rect insertion. Report
errors m
i mediately at 581·
2812. A corrected ad will
appear n
i the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspa
per. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead
line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submit·
ted to The Daily Eastern
News s
i subject to approval
and may be revil'ed, reject
ed, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes nec
essary to omit an advertise
ment.
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"My Secretary" Resumes'. let
ters, and papers. For appoint
ment, Call 345-6807 after 4p.m.
____ca
___
MIR 515
VISIT THE PACKING AND
SHIPPING DEPARTMENT AT
TOKENS AND MAILBOXES.
FAX, MAKE COPIES, MONEY
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EDUCATION MAJORS to
nanny for six children in
Effingham. Three summer posi·
lions available: 1 full-time (M
F), 2 part-time (weekends)
Only senous need apply. Send
resume and references to 38 N
Lakewood Dr.. Effingham, II
62401 . Any questions Cati Jill
347-5368 leave message.
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OFTEN PROVIDED! GUARAN
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CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach: swim
ming, canoeing, sailing, water
skh ng, gymnastics, riflery,
archery, tennis. golf, sports,
computers, camping, crafts,
dramatics, OR riding. Also
kitchen, office. maintenance.
Salary $ 1 1 50 or more plus
R&B. Camp LWC/GWC, 1765
Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708446-2444.
__
4/18
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Seeking experience in the
field?
Service
Human
Responsible individuals needed
to work w/ Developmentally
Disabled Adults. Apply in per
son, 1701 18th St., 345-4224.
(Part-Time)

Student

PEI PERSON
4 PERSON OCCUPANCY

21 ·waterlilies·

sa Nothing to
shout about

n -- z

62 ·xanadu" rock
group

artist

30 Partying with
Eddie Cantor?
� Ren6 or Ren6e

12 Cheer noisily

31 Toymaker

15 1990 Best
Supporting
Actress

44 Lambaste

sy bird
14 "Am -- Love?" 31 Noi
43 Scale notes
(1952 song)

-------

_______

FROM $104 PER WEEK

0 Yes 0 No

Dates to run

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

n JuArez river
11 Newswoman
Compton

Ad to read:

ti Twiggy willows
21 Singer James

3 FEMALES TO OCCUPY 3
BEDROOMS IN A 5 BED
ROOM APARTMENT. NEWLY
REDECORATED, FURNISHED,
LOW UTILITIES, LAUNDRY.
AND
AVAILABLE
FALL
SPRING. PHONE LEIGH 3455523.
418

_______

8t'LEiJ80Rt!f
SUB LESSOR
FEMALE
NEEDED FOR FALUSPRING
'94-95 2 BEDROOM FUR·
NISHED HOUSE ON 2ND ST.
NON-SMOKER
PRE
FERRED. CALL 581-2635 OR
581-2204
�---3/18
--

GRADUATING • NEED SU
LESSOR FOR SUMMER
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. ONE
BEDROOM 348-8082
____.3118
__

Fon BE:\'T
BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED
HOUSE
FOR
8
GIRLS
INCLUDING WASHER AND
DRYER AND LARGE LAWN
1508 - 1 ST ST, 2 BLOCKS N.
OF O'BRIEN FIELD. AUG 1·
JUNE 1 LEASE. $175.00 PER
PERSON MONTHLY - CALL
345-2113 EADS REALTY FOR
JAN OR CHARLOTTE.
-------

GSAC OPEN MEETING is a 5 p.m. m the University Uruot
Effingham Room. President David Jorns and Lou Hencken V..
President of Student Affairs will speak.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will off the Sacrament of PenaRI
from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. today 1n the Newman Center.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Large Group
Concert of Prayer is a 7 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room.
SUMMER TRIP TO SPAIN Meeting will be held 7-8 p.m
Coleman Hall. Dr. Luis Clay-Mendez will be speaking.
EIU ROTC LAB is at 3 p.m. at the Archery Mound.
GREEK WEEK OVERALL Meeting will be held at 8:30 p.m. In
University Union Arcola/Tuscola Room.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT Union Weekly meeting will be
8:30 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room. New members welcome.
GREEK WEEK STEERING Committee will NOT be held tonight.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Visitation is at 7 p.m. in the Uni
Baptist Church. No Bible Study this week.
BACCHUS LIGHTHOUSE WILL be held 8 p.m. to Midnight al
Wesley Foundation . Dance away St. Patrick's Day with us!
MINORITY TODAY STAFF meeting will be held at 7 p.m. 111
Buzzard Building Mac Lab. Writers needed!
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY
l event. All Clips should be
oa
o
b
za
j
n
orga
pus
m
any non-orol!t. ca
The Dalfy Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled !of Thursday should be
milted as a campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday IS
F11day, Saturday or Sunday events ) Chps submitted AFTER O
WIU NOT be published. No clips win be taken by phone. Arry Cip
illegible or contams confhcllng lntormstJOn WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips 1111J
edited tor available space.

subrrimdt•

a Noisy festivity
M M anuel's intro
H One of a trio in
Scandinavian
myth

M Pursue

45 Composition
48 Road from
Dawson Creek
s1 Kind of hill or
lion
s2 Feast

23 Nurse a drink

u Canned-tomato
style

21 Conductor
Dorat•

u Truckers'
watchdog

a Poverty

P Any ship

DOWN
1 · . . . -Christmas·
1 --up (film
genre)
3 Bill's partner
4 " May I?" step
s Hires
• Act of contrition
7 Biblical month
1 Hairstyle that
needs hairpins

Under Classlficaion
t of: -------

•Coordinate

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Expiration code (office use only) _
_

10 Listen in on

_
_
_
_
Person accep\Jng ad____Compositor
__
_

words/days
Payment:
0 Cash

Amount due:$ _
_
_
_
_

no.

0 Check

22 Town in a
W.W. II novel
24 Notre Dame
bench

• Warring
Seminole chief

27Copycat

398radybill
opposer

13 Ai rline to
Karachi

0 Credit

11 Songbird

Check number_
_
_
_
_
_

11 Scouting org.

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec

20 Kind of gin

utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid In advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Puzde.,,. A. J. Santon
31 Keystone officer 40 Father
41 Become
n Rock-popular
Oukebox brand)
41 Occurrence
33 Land -
41 Loose a bra
(night locale)
47 Filter
31 Package
41 -- Parker,
�7 Hair products
1904 candidate
maker Curtis
for President
and others

1 1 Unappreciative
one

u Heatunit

THURSDAY
P.M.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30

8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
1 0:30

17

WGN-16 9C
Oesignrlg Women

WTW0-2

WCIA·3

WAND-7

ESPN-24

USA-26

Inside Etition
Cops

News
Entml Tonigll

News
Cops

S{x>t1sCenler

Wings

Wngs

llaseb8lt Exhibition

Mad Aboul �
Mommies

NCM B'bd Toum.

Byrds ol Paradise

MoColtlOSS

t.1urller, She Wrote

While Sox vs
Pira1es

Sel'lfeld
FflSiel
LA Law
News

Jay Leno

Peter Jeoogs Report Siting 1$ Beli6YWlg
Skiing
Prime rrne Uw

Siding. Chryslef us

News

Ma
med
•.

Men's Pro Tour

SportsCenter

News
Wings

Wini>'

Night COUf1
Hlghlander

WEIU-9 51

fWtorld 2000

LambChop

Strange Powers

Ulle House

MoYie Magic

5on!Js ol the Sea

Pnceor Prof4

News

LIFE-38
Unsolved
Mys1enes

Cheers

l1lilois Ga1\hr

Sisters

�
5Rlad

Pitates

Movie. Evlla Peron

In l..Mng Color

Alone
Myslely!

Berig Serwd?

Movae

Condusion

Fox.a 55
Roeeanne

DISC-33

WILL-12
MacNei. l.ahraf

Diana A Princess

Movie:Acddenlal

Meeting

�

Herman's Head
SiarT!lk: The Neel

GeneratiOn
Unsolved Mysteoes Road to Champaign
Deep Space Nine

MacMts

Sttanoe Powers
Pirates

Reacitig Rair1bow

Arn�
�Green Show
Movie: Algiers

THURS 9

iilFIED hTEBTiiING
ASING FOR FALL.
MANOR
UR
ENTS TWO-BED
FURNISHEO APART913-917 FOURTH ST.
51
6
�
�
G A'=".
PT
�
=-s=
F-=
o
-=
R
:�
FA
: LL
TO EIU. EXCELLENT
NO PETS. M-F:8-5
12 345-7286
516
=-:-o--o_M_F=uE
..,..R--N..,..l"""'S-:H 0
(715 9TH) FOR 5-6
$160/MONTH, W/D,
AIR. 1 0 MONTH
345-5728
=-:
-=-:-::- ,--31
28
FOR 3 ,4, & 5
FOR RENT. 10 MO.
WALKING DISTANCE
CALL MARILYN AT
AFTER 5 P.M.
CA3114-18,28-4/1
SING FOR FALL.
RENTALS, 1 & 2
APARTMENTS,
ED OR UNFUR348-n46.

ONE BR APTS. AVAILABLE
1ST WEEK OF AUGUST '94 1 YR LEASE $250/MONTH CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL
JANE AT RE/MAX PREMIERE
345-3756 OR 348-1633 AFTER
6:00PM.
____.3118
__
WOMEN ONLY-ROOMS FOR
RENT IN LARGE HOUSE.
VERY CLEAN. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. ALL SESSIONS
AVAIL. $200.00 PER MO.
INCL. UTILITIES. PAT NOVAK
(708)789-3n2
3131
-LOOKING FOR 5 OR 6 GIRLS
FOR HOME TO BE COM
PLETELY RENOVATED FOR
94-95 SCHOOL YEAR. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS, REASONABLE
RENT. FOR MORE INFORMA
TION CALL 345-3875
__
.3131
__
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APTS. FOR 3 OR 4 PEOPLE.
DISHWASHER GARBAGE
DISPOSAL, TRASH PICK UP
ANO PARKING PAID. CALL
345-2363
2-00
__
__

LOST: SATURDAY MARCH 12
AT BLIND MELON CONCERT.
A BLACK BAND FOSSIL
WATC H WITH A DIAMOND
CUT CRYSTAL FACE. GREEN
& BLUE. CALL scon OR PAT
AT 345-5802 OR 581-3514
_ 3117
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
.
LOST: GOLD ROPE CHAIN
WITH EAGLE, GLOBE, ANO
ANCHOR PENDANT. CASH
REWARD FOR RETURN.
FINDER PLEASE CALL 5815545
__3/17
__
FOUND, ELEVEN CUTE PUP
PIES AND TWO EXCELLENT
MOTHERS. FREE TO GOOD
HOMES, ONE OR ALL.
PLEASE CALL 348-0891
8
____311
__
MOUNTAIN BIKE FOUND
F R I DAY 3/1 1 AT 1 :OO PM
NEAR OLD MAIN. PLEASE
IDENTIFY.5004
______3118

CASH
FOR
COLLEGE!
RESULTS 100% GUARAN
TEED! RECORDED MES·
SAGE GIVES DETAILS. 3452629, EXT 112.
__
516
__
GET MONEY WITH PLASTIC
AT TOKEN'S. NO CASH
ADVANCE CHARGE NO PIN.
TOKEN'S UNIVERSITY VIL
LAGE NO LIMIT CHECK
CASHING.
____CA3115,17
__
UB LECTURES PRESENTS:
DEBORAH NORVILLE FOR
WOMEN'S
AWARENESS
MONTH. MONDAY MARCH 28
AT 8:00 P.M., MCAFEE GYM.
TICKETS ON SALE AT UNION
TICKET OFFICE OR AT THE
DOOR.
______3118
SIGS: YOUR SWEETHEART
JUST WANTED TO SAY HAVE A HAPPY ST.PATRICK'S
DAYI LOVE, KARA
3117
____
DO LUNCH WITH DOMINO'S!
10" ONE TOPPING W/PEPSI
$4.00. WED/THUR ONLY. 3481626
__
__.3117
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
MELANIE MCCLAIN OF TRI
SIGMA ON GETTING LAVA
LIERED TO TIM KIRCHER OF
ALPHA GAMMA RHO AT SIU.
7
3/1
__
__
SIG EP'S: JUST WANTED TO
SAY "LOVE YA" TO THE BEST
HOUSE ON CAMPUSI HAVE A
GREAT SPRING BREAKI
LOVE, JENNIE
3/17
_
O
_
FT
_
_
H_
EY_
.,...
P_
H_
l SIG
.,.S
_
B
A
_
LLERS=
GOOD LUCK AT YOUR FIRST
GAME. YOU GOT THAT WIN
NING SPIRIT.
_
_.311 7
_
_
_
_
_
_

foB l.lLB

516
R
T
_
M
ENT.
,...
e
=
o
....,,, ._
A__
P
A
__
__
-=

UNFURNISHED, 12
$350. 345-6621
516
,...
_
3
.. B
__
D
__
R_
M
_
H_
O
_
U
__
SE 3
CAMPUS. A/C,
IVATE BACKYARD.
FOR 3 TO 4 STU348-8286 AFTER
3118
-=
-=
F0
R
_
_
S�
UM
-MER
SCHOOL YEAR.
NTS AND HOMES,
RN WITH SOME
RNISHED. 1,3,& 4
. WASHERS AND
E AVAILABLE IN
THE UNITS. NOT
TO CAMPUS. NO
& 12 MONTH LEAS
AVAILABLE. 217-345E.
CA3/8,10,15,17
THREE BEDROOM
036 2ND. CLOSE TO
2 BEDROOM APT
N. 348-5032
4
/1
""'
,..,.,
U:-:
SE:3
,
:/4-P
:-:
E
:-:
=
P LE
O
2 BEDROOM APT.
RISON 348-5032.
TO CAMPUS.

vin

and

� 9.'1$

MACINTOSH COMPUTER.
COMPLETE
SYSTEM
INCLUDING PAINTER ONLY
$500. CALL CHAIS AT 800289-5685
____4/12
__
1990 T-BIRO SUPERCOUPE,
LIKE NEW, 3.8 L SUPER
CHARGED, All BLACK, ALL
POWER. $9,999 348-5057
____3118
__
SILVER
UNLACOUERED
BESSON EUPHONIUM, MADE
IN ENGLAND, OCTAVE KEY,
GOLDPLATEO
SCHILKE
MOUTHPIECE $1500 3498270
____3118
__
MURRY TEN SPEED NEW
PARTS
RED/GRAY $50.
HEATHER 581-2566
----�
--3117
'93
TREK
820
ENOS,
COMPUTER,
LOCKS.
GELSEAT, TOO MUCH TO
LIST. B.O. OVER $350 5812033
__
__3128
HOT
LUNCH
DEAL AT
DOMINO'S. 10" ONE TOP
PING
W/PEPSI
$4.00.
WED/THUR ONLY 348-1626
3117
BULLS TICKETS FOR SALE,
TRANSPORTATION PROVID
ED, CALL 581-3429
.3117
__
__

Lost & Found ads are run free
of charge as a reader service.

HA/00

Hobbes

i\lt
�OS AAt PR£TN
C\.t:AR, � �OOL
'rtl\l. �Bl'1
� AGMN
it>��R\:>W

No/ti l 'NIS\\ ro �E t.'.'<
W.1"\ \\�E�� \�5\E�l>
Of Plt..'(\t-l<; OO'{'S\OE f1.\.l
�; <.

CREAM PUFF, I KNOW YOU
LOVE THE IRISHI HAPPY
ST.PAlTY'S DAY! LOVE, ME
__
3117
__
KAHLES
AND
KRISTIE
PAMELA CLARK OF ALPHA
SIGMA
ALPHA:
CONGRATULATIONS
ON
BEING ACCEPTED INTO THE
HONORARY ORDER O F
OMEGA. YOUR SISTERS ARE
PROUD OF YOU.
__
__3117
DO LUNCH WITH DOMINO'S!
1 o· ONE TOPPING W/PEPSI
$4.00. WED/THUR ONLY. 3481626
----' 17
--31
SIGMA KAPPA WOULD LIKE
TO WISH EVERYONE A
SAFE AND HAPPY SPRING
BREAK!
3117
__
__
DAYNA CHURCH: I HOPE
YOU ENJOYED YOUR •l'M
FINALLY 19• DAY! I LOVE MY
KIDDOOOOI ALPHA GAM
LOVE, AMY
__
3117
__
CLARISSA, CAN"T WAIT TO
HEAD FOR THE SOUTH THIS
NORTHERN
GIRL
NEEDS SOME SOUTHERN
COMFORT! HA!
LOVE,
CONLEY
---�-3117
KRISTIN AND JENNY, TO THE
BEST ROOMIES EVERI HAVE
A GREAT SPRING BREAK IN
SOUTH
PADRE!
LOVE,
TRACEY
____3117
__
DAN CODY: HAPPY 23RD
BIRTHDAY - WE'LL HAVE A
BLAST OVER BREAKI LOVE
YA - ELLEN
3117
__
__
DAN, HAPPY ST.PATRICK$
DAY AND 21ST BIRTHDAY.
LIVE IT UP. YOU DESERVE IT!
LOVE, YOUR GREEN-EYED
IRISHGIRLI
__3117
__
ELLEN: HOPE MY LITTLE
GIRL HAS A WONDERFUL B
DAY! (MARCH 27TH) LOVE
YA, CODYBOY
_
_3117
.
_
t.:Y
O_
A_
M_
B_
AN D
R_
L_
_
C_
YN _
N_
STACY BROWN O F AST:
CONGRATULATIONS
ON
BEING NEW MEMBERS TO
THE HONORARY ORDER OF
OMEGA. YOUR SISTERS ARE
PROUD O F THE BOTH O F
YOU.
7
311
__
__
PHI SIGMA SIGMA WOULD
LIKE TO WISH EVERYONE A
FUN AND SAFE ST.PATRICK'S
DAY.
__
3117
__
GIOVANNA POMATTO O F
AST: CONGRATULATIONS ON
BEING CHOSEN TO REPRE
SENT DELTA SIGMA PHI!
YOUR SISTERS ARE HAPPY
FORYOUI
7
__
.311
__

by Bill Watterson
-OR I W\S" l'U 00�£ rr
BtroR£ \)\��£.R. - OR. Affi�
���£R._ OR IN�O Ck
WMC\H�G i'4 "' OR S£�
., SE.l>. \),)\ � \\5 100 V..i£
i

I

!».'( CAN REMt< S\J� B'<
W\Et-\ '<00� OR\E£RAT\:l'(
A"O\OING W\\1\1 'tCY.fRt
S\l�\) Th 00 .
A

TO THE MEN OF DELTA TAU
DELTA: I HOPE ALL OF YOU
HAVE A GREAT SPRING
BREAK! CAN'T WAIT TO SEE
YOU WHEN WE GET BACK!
LOVE YOUR LIL SWEET
HEART, TRACEY
____3118
__
SIGMA CHI'S: WISHING YOU
A FUN AND SAFE SPRING
BREAK. HAVE A GREAT
WEEKI A-PHI LOVE, KARA
__3117
__

D AY

MARCH 17, 1004

'IHE Duu EtalUft �

PHI SIG SOFTBALL 3:45!
MEET AT REC CENTER AT
3:001 FIRE UP!
_
__c3117
_
_
_
_
_
_
MELISSA SCHUMACHER:
HOPE YOU HAVE A GREAT
22ND B·DAY. WE'RE GOING
TO HAVE A BLAST I N
FLORIDA! LOVE - JILL
3117
__
__
ADVERTISE IN THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS CLASSIFIEDS
----� 00
--ha/

1

iVi�.k.� :v�·�;

..........................

..

........................

Friends' bi rthday
a BIG S U R P R I S E
with a Bi rthday ad i n
The Daily Eastern News
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Advertiser _
_
_
_

_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Phone/Address _

_

Date to run ----A
---' ccepted by_
_

_

Cost: $12

_
OCheck#_
_

DCash

HOW: Fill out the
ad below and take
t
i to the Student
Publications
business office
w�h payment.

•

WHEN: 3 business
days before the ad
is to be published.
Write your
message in the
blank to the left.
Limit your ad
message to 4
lines (please).

Bring in a photo ofyour birthday friend and we will
place it in the ad for you! Be sure to write your
name/phone number on the back of the photo.
,.............................................................................

DON'T PASS BY
TH IS DEAL!
a

'S TH
The

1 0 WORDS
FOR $1 DE L!

News will run your 1O word
FOR SALE ad for $1* per day

i'
·The 1 O words for $1 Is available to any non-commercial indi
vidual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.
_
Name: _
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Address:

Phone: ------

_______

Dates to run ------

Message: <orie word per line>

Person accepting ad -------

�ratoo code (ofhce ..- onty) _
Co
mposlt
o
r_
_
_
_
_

_

No. watdsldays_
_
_
_
_
Amount due:$_
_
_
_
_

_L

__

10
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Daily ,.J.Jastern :t"ew

close
to
adding
Bears release Harbaugh
2-point conversion
NFL

DAKE FOREST {AP) - The Chicago
Bears,.who last month signed quarter·
back Erik Kramer fr-0m Detroit, on
Wednesday released three-year starter
Jim Harbaugh.
The move, which wasn't unexpected,
make� Harbaugh a.n. \lntestricted free
agen� a
. llowin;g him to ,negotiate with any
team. '*1thout compensation to the Bears.
"He won a l o t of big games for the
Bears, and I wish him nothing but the
best in the future." said Bears president
Michael Mccaskey.
Agent Leigh Steinberg said Harbaugh
asked for the release "to give u s the
opportunity to explore: a wide variety .of
,
teams • unhampered by his large salary
with the Bears.
Harballgh's release comes a year after
he signed a fou r-year, $13 million con
tract and opens up considerable room
under the $33.8 million salary cap for . the
Bears., who already have 'signed three free
agents· - Kramer,, offensive tackle An.dy
Heck and running back Merril Hoge from
Pittsburgh.
Steinberg said Harbaugh originally
had hoped to spend hiS entire career in
Chicago and was disapp<>inted when the
Bears $igned Kramer. ·
"But now he's excited, having accepted
the reality of Chicago going the other
way;' Steinberg said. «Jle's taking a brand

!WHAT'S COOKIN'I

new look at the whole NFL."
Harbaugh, Chicago's top draft pick in
1987, was the quarterback of the NFL's
worst offense last season, when the Bears
finished 7-9.
He completed 200 of 325 passes for
2,002 yards and seven touchdowns. He
was intercepted 11 times.
During his first year a$ a starter in
1990, he guided the club to a 10-3 mark
before being sidlined with a shoulder sep
aration.
During h i s career w i t h the Bears)
Harbaugh attempted 11769 passes and
completed 1,023 for a 58.2 percent sue·
cess rate.
All three numbers are the highest in
club history.
But the main rap on him is hb relative
lack of arm strength.
At 29, he may still be a starter with a
team neeciing quarterback, , help but is
more likely to go to one that needs an·c
experienced backup.
Steinberg said Harbaugh hopes eventu

ally to land another starting job, but

knows there might be nothing open right
now and would settle for .a backup pusi
tion.
He said he expects to begin exploring
Harbaugh1s options in Orlando this week·
end when NFL owners gather their meet�
ings.
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NEW YORK (AP) - Thirty
six years after it became a
fixture in college football, the
NFL seems ready to adopt
the two-point conversion.
Joe Browne, the NFL's
vice-president for communi
cations, said Wednesday the
league's rule-making compe
tition committee will urge the
owners to adopt the two-point
rule at their meetings next
week in Orlando.
"If I were going to give you
an overall theme of the meet
ings," Browne said during a
conference call, "it would be
to re-emphasize touchdowns
and de-emphasize field
goals."
Last year, 24 percent of the
NFL's points came on field
goals, the most in league his
tory. There also were three
field goals for every four
touchdowns compared to a 21 ratio a decade ago.
Colleges adopted the two
point conversion in 1958 and
it was used in the old
American Football League
before it merged with the
NFL. It also was used in the

"- I >

A

I{ I · I I R L .\ \ I

"-

I

I

United
States
Footbal
League.
But the NFL has alway
resisted the change for seve
al reasons - in part because i
has overtime; in part beca
it was a rule in rival leagu
and in large measure becau
coaches didn't want to b
faced with additional deci
sions.
The attitude among coa
es, however, has changed, an
Browne said that the chan
is backed strongly by sue
former college coaches a
Dennis Green of Minneso
Jimmy Johnson of Dallas
Bobby Ross of San Diego.
"I didn't like the idea a
first," says Miami's Do
Shula, co-chairman of th
competition committee.
"But the more I looked
it, the more I realized how
could help our league. I t ·
it's a way not only to b ·
excitement to the game, i
also a way to make scori
touchdowns a premium.
can make things look ve
differently to a team that
down early in a game."
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TODAY'S
SPECIALS

•

•

•

Homemade beef and
noodles with real
mashed potatoes,
vegetable and a
whole wheat roll
Grilled tenderloin
sandwich on a kaiser
roll with �ou p or
salad
Spinach, mushroom
and cheese omelette
with soup and muffin

Scrumptious Desserts
Fresh Baked Muffins
Daily Breakfast Specials

409 7th St.• 345-7427

�$

THIS IS WHERE
UNFO
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

TONIGHT!
St. Pat's Party

2 5 tJ

,

E

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Do'"vn the

Green Dr.afts

don't rake advantage of tax deferraJ and

road, that can make a dramatic difference

'"vind up sending Uncle Sam money they

i n your quality of life.

St.Pat's Shirts
$3.00

could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately. that's a mistake you can

St. Pat's
Condoms 50<

Classifieds
Sell!
Advertise

easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.

guaranteed security of TIAA to t he

SRAs not only case your current tax

diversified investment accounts of

bite, they offer a remarkably easy way

CREF's variable annuity-all backed

to build retirement income-cspcciaJly

by the nation's number one retirement

for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not

system.

cover. Because your contributions are

rewarding retirement? Call today and

Why write off the chance for a more

niade in before-tax dollars, you pay less

learn more about how TIAA-CREF

taxes now. And since all earnings on

SR As can help you enjoy man�y

.vour SRA arc tax-deferred as well, t h e
.

happy returns.

Bnufit now.from tllX tleferral. C11U DUr SR.A hotline 1 800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it!"'

in

The Daily Eastern News

What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices-from the
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arding pleads guilty
conspiracy charge

RTLAND, Ore. (AP)

- Tonya Harding's
titive figure skating career ended
ay night when she pleaded guilty to
iracy charge in the attack on Nancy
an and resigned from the U.S. Figure
Association.
part of the plea bargain that will keep
out of jail, Harding was fined $100,000
agreed to three years' supervised proba·

1thdrawing from the USFSA excluded
from all amateur competitions, including
world championships next week in Japan.
was to leave Thursday for Japan.
ding, 23, also will donate $50,000 to
Special Olympics and pay $10,000 in
costs to Multnomah County.
just like to say I'm really sorry that I
ered," Harding said after her plea was

ll

Dinner
Specials lndude:
Corn Beef &. Cabbage

accepted.
The national figure skating champion also
agreed to undergo a psychiatric examination
and accept whatever treatment is recom
mended.
Harding pleaded guilty to one count of con
spiring to hinder prosecution in the Jan. 6
attack. Kerrigan was struck in the knee, forc
ing her to withdraw from the U.S. Figure
Skating Champion.ships in Detroit.
Harding then won the championship and
qualified for the Olympics, where she fin
ished eighth. Kerrigan won the silver medal
at the Winter Games in Lillehammer, Nor
way.
Under the agreement, Harding will per
form 500 hours of community service.
In return, there will be no further prosecu
tion of Harding by any jurisdiction.

That's what Walter's been
teaching me. I'm happy to be
a good pupil for him."
Jordan did not start the
split-squad game against
Toronto, but was a defensive
replacement in the sixth
inning in right field.
With one out and runners
at first and second in the
eighth against Toronto's
Aaron Small, Jordan took a
called strike, fouled two

·

cEwan

• From Page 12

'Beth is great," said McEwan. "Not only
the field, but off the field and in the
room as well.
don't think any of (the players) could
for a better coach."
Along with senior Dede Odle, McEwan
named as an All-American Scholar
ete by the National Softball Coaches

restlers
• From Page 12

points."
Rich Murry is also making a
trip to the finals and
to use his experience to
advantage in the 177
d weight class.
'I feel like rm really famil
with the situation," Murry

Gustafson, competing in the
118-pound class, has not been
in the National tournament
before but says that the size of
the tournament has not taken
away from his focus on

ST. PATRICK'S DAY

All dinners come
w/ Homemade

Fresh Seafood • Steaks
• 1/2 Lb. Burgers • Gyros
•

Italian Bread

ILLINOIS EXPRESS EYECA RE

Glasses
While You
Wait

(Even Bi-Focals-CR-39 Lenses)
•Bring us your Doctor's Prescriptions
or let us give you a thorough
Professional Exam
•Appointments Preferred
but Walk-ins welcome

OAKLEY & SERENGETI
Sunglasses Available

pitches, then stroked a solid
single to right field to load
the bases.
It was only the second time
Jordan had gotten a ball out
of the infield. His other hit,
on Monday night, was
knocked down by Minnesota
third baseman Jeff Carter,
and Jordan easily beat it out.
Earlier this spring, Jordan
had a sacrifice fly for his
other RBI.

FRAME &
LENSES
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For all
Eastern Students
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Drafts

$ 1 50
Michael O'Shea's

Association.
"I didn't expect that much out of myself
{academically), and she (Perine) really
encouraged me," said McEwan.
As roommates, McEwan said her and
Chapman discuss many things.
"We talk a lot about our goals, and how
we go about achieving them." said McEwan.
"When something goes wrong - the team or
individually - I speak to her about it."

said. "I've got the experience
under my belt so now I feel
like I can perform like a veter

50(
Ice House

Killian· s Red

ordan collects another hit
SOTA, Fla (AP) .
el Jordan picked up his
spring hit with a linesingle Wednesday, and
his lessons with Chicago
Sox hitting coach Walt
are paying off.
t's a hit - that's two,"
Jordan, trying to make
.witch from pro basket
to baseball. "I'm going to
trying to build on it. I
went with the pitch.

�����.......

L���h

wrestling.
"I'm
pretty
relaxed,"
Gustafson said. "I'm not too
nervous. I'm more anxious
than nervous."
McCausland said Oklahoma
State, Minnesota and defend
ing champion Iowa appear to
be the strongest teams at the
tournament.
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Close your eyes and you'll be there note for note, as some would tell it.

Don't miss this very special tribute to the legendary

"Stevie Ray Vaughan"

Special Guest: MOON S H I N E G U P P I E S
You'll be hearing all your favorites like: CROSSFIRE,

TIGHTROPE, THE HOUSE IS ROCKIN', LOVE ME
DARLIN', RIVIERA PARADISE & lots More!

Admission $3
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Son�.-Tracee Baum

Social Coord.-Katrina Mayne

Eyes on improvement

Aussie catcher
sets lofty goals
By DAN

FIELDS

Staff writer

Wrestlers
gear up
for NCAA
tourney

It's the beginning of the softball
By PAUL DEMPSEY
season. Imagine you are a fresh
Staff writer
man - and you have everything to
gain. Competing with others that
While most of America's eyes
are the same age, or older, you
set
on Charlotte, N.C. for the F"
hope to at least do as good as your
Four of the NCAA Basketball to
teammates.
ment, a smaller group will flock
Then there is an athlete named
another North Carolina city t ·
Sharna McEwan, who states: "I
weekend
for action of similar inte
have set pretty high expectations
ty.
for my team and myself."
,
The NCAA Division I wrestl'
Enough said.
Championships start today at 1
McEwan, a native of Queen
a.m. in Chapel Hill and run thro
sland, Australia, has produced
Saturday. Over 330 wrestlers, incl
impressive numbers since arriving
ing three from Eastern Illinois,
at Eastern in the fall of 1991.
compete
for individual as well
Sitting out the 1992 season,
team
titles.
McEwan's redshirt freshman cam
The Panthers are represented
paign found her leading the 1993
seniors Rich Murry and J
Panthers with a .389 batting aver
Daubach, who are returning
age - good enough for second in
Nationals for the second -strai
the Mid-Continent Conference.
year,
and by junior Eirik Gus
Not enough, you may ask? How
who
is
making his first trip to
about leading the team in doubles
finals.
(12), on-base percentage (.444),
Coach Ralph McCausland is a
and game winning hits (4).
of the talent in the tournament
It's no wonder that she was not
is not pessimistic of his wrest!
only chosen as a Mid-Continent
chances.
"Player of the Week", but also as a
"Once you get here anything
member of the M i d - C ontinent
happen," McCausland said from
Conference All-Tournament and
hotel room on Tuesday night.
All-Conference Teams.
main thing is we need to get a
As a sophomore, McEwan real
match under our belt. We need to
izes that there is always room for
by
the first match and get the ji
improvement, and that she would
out."
like to better the explosive totals
Between 32 and 36 wrestlers
she produced last season.
pete in each weight class but
Second on the team with 29 runs
the top eight or 10 get seeded.
batted in, McEwan would not only
rest are drawn into the weight
like to lead the team in that cate
es and according to McCauslan
gory, she anticipates surpassing
good
draw can mean all the d"
last year's totals as well.
ence.
EAN ESKRA/Assoc. pho to editor
"I would like to come through
"We're looking for a good
with the clutch hits when we really Sophomore catcher Shama McEwan looks to improve on last year's per
the bracket," McCausland s
need them," said McEwan. "Hitting formance after leading the Panthers with a .389 batting average.
"You've just got to take it like
in the fourth position, I hope to
"I feel that I have a lot of leader"I need to work on demotionalizother
tournament and hopefully
drive in a lot of runs."
ship to offer," said McEwan. "I feel
ing my b a d experiences," said
out
our
best wrestling that we
At the catcher's position, that I have grown a lot in a l l McEwan. "If I do so, I could avoid
Joe Daubach will go into the
McEwan threw out 12 people aspects of the game."
any batting slumps."
pound bracket with prev·
attempting to steal. But she stated
Even with a l l o f McEwan's
McEwan explained that many
National experience, but will
that she wanted to "improve on the strengths. she admits that she does people have helped her with her
face some very tough competition.
number of baserunners that I have a few downfalls.
performance this past season. But
"One forty-two is a pretty
threw out last year."
Upon being asked to explain her she did mention two people in par
weight,"
McCausland said. "
Still considered as an under weaknesses, McEwan asked "how ticular - head coach Beth Perine
looks good for him (Daubach).
classman, McEwan's numbers are long is the tape on this tape and first baseman Nicole Chap
has to do is go out and be ag
proof enough that she is capable of recorder?" during Tuesday's inter- man.
on the offensive end of it and
a leadership role.
view.
• Continued on Page 1 1
• Continued on Page 11
·

Samuels already preparing for next seaso

By RANDY LISS
Staff writer

While the majority of the people on
campus a.re thin.king about their picks
in today's first round of the NCAA
tournament, at least one person is
looking to next year already.
Panther coach Rick Samuels rests
his hopes for the 1994-95 season on his
three returning seniors - Louis
Jordan, Derrick Landrus and Andre
r

Rodriguez.
"In analyzing this past season, the
year could have been a lot better," said
Samuels. "We have

to

work hard to

improve our offensive consistency and
our three seniors have to have more
offensive input and lead the offensive
thrust. They need to improve on their

statistics and their shooting percent
age for next year."
In the meantime, Samuels and the
Eastern basketball program took the
first step toward the 1994-95 season
Tuesday, signing three recruits.
The Panthers bagged Rick Kaye, a
6-foot-4-inch guard from Conant, near
Chicago; Eric Frankfurt, a 6-9 forward
from Civic Memorial High School in
Bethalto; and Eric Minor, a 6-8 center
from Hillcrest, also near Chicago.
Kaye and his Conant teammates are
still alive in the IHSA state tourna
ment, and are on their way to
Champaign for the quarterfinal round
after defeating Naperville North 69-56
in DeKalb on Tuesday. Kaye, a
Chicagoland Top 20 selection this year,
led his team with 25 points, 17 in the

first half.
Samuels said that
both
Kaye
and
Frankfurt "statistical
ly both had great
years. Both scored
over 20 points a game
on good basketball
teams, and both will
have the opportunity
Rick Samuels to blossom as college
players for us.
"Kaye is extremely athletic and has
great basketball skills, (and Frankfurt)
has tremendous potential. He's 6-9, but
he's not a center. He's got three-point
range and we're going to have him face
the basket for us."
The Panthers did get a center,
though, in Minor.

"He's really a specimen," S
said. "He's a great-looking kid ·
strong, very athletic and very
sive on the boards. We'll have to
his offensive skills, but we're
about him."
Since the Panthers had no
players on scholarship this
Eastern has one scholarship
offer. And although Samuels
not sure what position he's 1
he's confident the Panthers will
a quality recruit.
"My assistants are wonderin(
rm doing," said Samuels. "But
lot of kids out there. We might
a big kid, a shooter, or maybe a
Basically, we'll just pursue it
next couple of weeks and see
come out."

